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A dose-limiting component of a proton accelerator-based source of epithermal neutrons is the
neutron production target. Possible targets are lithium, producing high yield but having low melting
point and thermal conductivity, and beryllium, presenting less engineering problems but a much
smaller neutron yield. We propose that a hybrid Be-Li target would provide the best of both worlds,
with the upstream beryllium component producing neutrons and providing containment to the
lithium, and the downstream liquid lithium in turn producing further neutrons as well as cooling the
beryllium. The engineering considerations associated with such a target system are within the range
of current technology. Calculations suggest a yield of such a practical target that is at least double
that from pure beryllium. ©1998 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
@S0094-2405~98!01506-5#
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If boron neutron capture therapy~BNCT! is to become a
practical option, accelerator-based sources of high fluxe
epithermal neutrons are essential.1–4 Much work has been
performed on development of high-flux compact prot
accelerators,5–7 but a dose-limiting component remains d
sign of the neutron production target.8

Engineering considerations apart, it is clear that the b
low-energy neutron production target for a proton accelera
would be pure lithium.9 Figure 1 shows that the neutron
yields are high and, additionally, the kinetics are such t
the secondary neutron spectrum is relatively low energy.
cause of these advantages, early designs for acceler
based BNCT systems focused on lithium targets.3,4,10,11

However, when such systems began to be built, the engin
ing problems of using a pure lithium target proved difficu
to overcome. Specifically, lithium has a low melting poi
(180 °C) and low thermal conductivity (44 W/m °C), and
also chemically reactive with air.

Because of these difficulties, several groups chose ins
to use beryllium as the neutron production target.8,12 Whilst
the yield at a given proton energy is much lower~see Fig. 1!,
beryllium has a much higher melting point and thermal co
ductivity, and is less reactive with air. Thus it has been r
soned that by increasing the proton energy to around 4 M
~compared to;2.5 MeV which had been proposed fo
lithium targets!, a comparable neutron yield could be o
tained, but with a much simpler target configuration.8 The
disadvantage of such a scenario relate to the increased
and complexity of a;4-MeV vs a 2.5-MeV accelerator
Although the kinematics for thep1Be reaction are less fa
vorable in terms of the highest energy neutrons emitt
seeming to require a larger and more expensive moder
Wang and Moore8 suggest, and Howardet al.12 confirm, that
the main bulk of the neutrons are produced through mu
particle reactions that result in softer spectrum.

In this note, we propose that a hybrid target of berylliu
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plus lithium could provide the best of both worlds. Speci
cally, we propose~Fig. 2! a 3 to 4 MeV proton beam inciden
on a thin beryllium target which is cooled on the downstre
side by a moving pool of liquid lithium, which would itsel
act as a second neutron production target. Lithium is,
course, an extremely efficient coolant.13 In turn, the beryl-
lium acts as a containment device for the lithium on t
upstream side, providing a barrier between the lithium a
the accelerator beam tube.

Depending on the beam current, and thus the target c
ing requirements, the liquid lithium would either be in th
form of a stirred pool or a flowing lithium jet. Lithium jets
have been under development for some years14,15 as targets
for the d-Li reaction in fusion research systems, though t
latter requires far larger beam currents and cooling capa
ties than the current application. Static liquid metal targ
have also been used.16,17

Figure 3 shows calculated yields~integrated over angle
and energy! of neutrons produced by 4.1-MeV protons inc
dent on such a hybrid Be-Li target, as a function of t
thickness of the beryllium component; the lithium comp
nent is sufficiently thick as to degrade the incident protons
least to the neutron production threshold. Comparison w
Fig. 1 shows that, for example, 4.1-MeV protons incident
a 50-mm beryllium target cooled by lithium would produce
neutron yield about twice that of a pure beryllium thick ta
get.

Figure 4 shows calculated yields for different combin
tions of incident proton energy and beryllium target thic
ness. Overall, from the neutronics standpoint, it would
advantageous to use the thinnest practical beryllium com
nent within the overall hybrid target. With a 50-mm beryl-
lium component, the hybrid Be-Li target would probably b
advantageous~considering only neutron yield! for proton en-
ergies above about 3.5 MeV; with a 25-mm beryllium com-
ponent, the hybrid target would be advantageous for pro
894…/894/3/$10.00 © 1998 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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beams above about 3 MeV. Selection of the optimum des
will follow from Monte Carlo modeling of moderator assem
blies for each possible beam energy and beryllium thickn
combination, along with consideration of the cost and re
ability of the accelerator.

The engineering considerations associated with such a
get system are within the range of current technology. Liq
lithium cooling systems have been used in a variety of
plications, particularly in fusion reactor research where, l
the current system, the cooling must take placein vacuo,18 as

FIG. 1. Thick target total neutron yields after proton bombardment of th
lithium and beryllium targets, as a function of incident proton ener
Curves were calculated based on cross sections from Liskien and Pa
~Ref. 21! for lithium, and Gibbons and Macklin~Ref. 22! for beryllium.
Direct measurements of total neutrons yields from thick beryllium targ
by Cambell and Scott~Ref. 23! ~squares! and Porgeset al. ~Ref. 24! ~tri-
angles! are also shown.

FIG. 2. Schematic of proposed Be-Li hybrid neutron production target~for
clarity the horizontal and vertical scales are different!. The beryllium com-
ponent consists of a thin beryllium film attached to a beryllium supp
structure; the lithium component, which serves both as coolant and
further source of neutrons, consists of either a jet or a stirred pool of liq
lithium. The two sides of the target are in vacuum systems which
coupled to one another.
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 6, June 1998
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well as in power generation systems for space travel;19 a
variety of different types of pumps have been assesse
these applications.18,19 These reactor-related liquid lithium
cooling and heat-exchange systems are used to cool co
erably larger power loads than in the current proposed ap
cation.

Because of the good thermal conductivity of beryllium
the temperature differential through the target in the dir
tion of the proton beam will be small. The heat trans
through the boundary layer of the flowing lithium will, how
ever, require careful analysis, as a suboptimal configura
at the Be-Li interface could lead to substantial local tempe
ture differentials. In the direction of the lithium flow, ther
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FIG. 3. Calculated total neutron yield after 4.1-MeV proton bombardmen
hybrid Be-Li targets, as a function of thickness of the beryllium compone
ELi refers to the energy of the proton beam as it exits the beryllium com
nent, and enters the lithium part of the target.

FIG. 4. Calculated total neutron yield after proton bombardment of hyb
Be-Li targets, as a function of incident proton energy (Ep), for three differ-
ent thicknesses of the beryllium part of the target. Corresponding yields
thick lithium-only and beryllium-only targets are also shown.
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could also be a significant temperature differential across
beryllium target, and so a target which is narrow in th
direction ~and broader in the perpendicular direction! would
be appropriate.

The design issues for the proposed target system rela
the mechanical stresses on the thin beryllium target, due
to the temperature gradients and the lithium flow. The c
struction of the thin beryllium target~see Fig. 2! would be
relatively straightforward, consisting of a thin beryllium fo
mounted on a thicker beryllium support structure. The be
lium target would not be subject to differential pressure, h
ing coupled vacuum systems on either side, and would h
a temperature differential of only a few degrees from front
back.20 If a lithium jet system were used, the jet nozz
would be directed at the thicker part of the beryllium stru
ture above the beam~see Fig. 2!, minimizing the mechanica
stress on the thin target region. The laminar flow of liqu
lithium across the thin beryllium foil would still, howeve
necessitate careful mechanical and thermal optimization
this thin beryllium target, in order to ensure its integrity.

In conclusion, the proposed Be-Li hybrid target is, fro
an engineering standpoint, within the range of current te
nology; it should allow increased neutron yields by at leas
factor of 2 compared with pure beryllium targets, and wou
not be subject to most of the practical problems that h
resulted in the abandonment by most groups of pure lith
targets.
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grateful to Malcom Scott, Jacquelyn Yanch, Chris Wan
Ahmed Hassanein, Xiao-Lin Zhou, and Gary Johnson
helpful discussions.
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